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EXHAUST PIPE
CLAMP BRACKET

fier may be identified by the letters "CM
C" and the "Lit model muffler by the let·
ters "GM.g" embossed on the outer shells,

A clamp type muffler mounting is used.
The muffler is supported at its front end
by the exhaust pipe bracket while the rear
end is supported by a rubber insulated
hanger, which is a part of the rear clam».

The mounting used on the "P" model is
fundamentally the same as that used on
the "C" and "Lit models.

Remove and .eploee Muffier

The bell-mouthed ends of the muffle I'

must seat against the bead on the tail pipe
and exhaust pipe and index with the bead
on the clamp bracket. (See F'ig. 245.)

EXHAUST PIPE AND TAIL PIPE

A different exhaust pipe is used on each
model. The tail pipe is different on each
model.

The exhaust pipe extends from the ex·
haust manifold to the mumer with a sup
porting bracket at the clutch housing.

The exhaust pipe is made vel'Y rigid at
the manifold connection by the use of a
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MUFFLER

Mufflers are the straight through type
and specially developed to accommodate
the different engines. The outer shell is
made of terne plate to better resist rusl.

A y,," drain hole is also provided in the
outer shell at the bottom and at both ends
of the mumer to allow a dl'aill for ;my
Water which may collect inside.

A diffel'ent mumer is llsed on each
model and, although the outside (limen·
sions of the "C" and "L" mufflers are the
same, mufflers should not be interchanged
between models.

The "P' model muRiel' may be identified
by the letters "CM.F," the "C" model muf·
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2. Remove tail pipe bracket.
3. Disconnect gas line at gasoline tank.
4. Remove gasoline tank filler cap and

grommet.
5. Cover the opening in filler spout to

prevent dirt falling into gas tank.
6. Loosen gas tank straps and drop gas

tank.
NOTE-Remove fuel tank fillel' neck

from left rear fender before rotating
and dropping right end of fuel tank,

To replace the gasoline tank, reverse
sequence of operations for removal.

iog Boat, the movement of which is trans
ferred to the tank unit rheostat contact
by a link arm. A small flat spring loaded
disc is provided at the upper end of the
tank gauge unit float arm to dampen ac
tive movement of the 80at and jerky
movement of the dash gas gauge pointer.
See Fig. 242. Additional dampening of
the pointer is furnished by an extra in
ertia wheel inside the dash gauge unit.
The suction pipe is separate (See Fig. 243)
and positioned to prevent starvation as
gasoline tank becomes nearly empty.

Considerable attention has been given
to locating the gasoline feed lines so as to
reduce vapor lock to a minimum. The
main feed line is located on the outside of
the left hand frame side rail-opposite
side to the exhaust system-and passes
over the fuel pump side of the engine,
along the front side of the frame front
cross member. In this way, the lines are
exposed to outside air currents along the
side of the cal' frames and through the
radiator grilles.

CAUTION - Always drain gasoline
from complete fuel system - including
carburetor, fuel pump, all fuel lines, and
fuel tank-if caris stored £01' any app~
ciable length of time to prevent gum for
mations and resultant improper engine
performance.

.emoye ond .eploee fuel Tank
1. Clean under side of rear fender a

gasoline tank filler spout to preve
dirt falling into gas tank while lowe
ing tank.
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FUEL TANK AND
EXHAUST SYSTEM

CORK DAMPENING
WASHERS

fUll TANK

The fuel tank which is different for the
"F," "G" and "L" models, is a modified
elliptically shaped tank, suitably ribbed
for maximum strength and has a capacity
of 17 gallons. A semi-eircular vertical
brace is positioned between the center and
either end of the tank. The braces pre
vent distortion of the original tank shape
followed by improper reading of the gas
gauge. The filler tube is accessible through
the left rear fender of the "F" and "G"
models and is covered with a vented and
easily applied cap. On the "L" models, a
square spring loaded lid in the left rear
fender covers the vented gas tank cap.
The tank is supported by two straps just
ahead of the frame rear cross member and
is fitted with a tank unit and a direct act·
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